Platelet research in psychiatry.
The platelet is one of the most researched biological markers in psychiatry. Characteristics of MAO activity, 5-HT uptake, imipramine and alpha 2-adrenergic receptor binding, for example, are similar in platelet and CNS. Methodological factors are not negligible, and range from diagnostic specificity and drug effects to the normal physiological variability of age and hormone-related changes, circadian and seasonal rhythms. As yet, there are no clear state or trait platelet markers in affective disorders and schizophrenia that can be unequivocally used to detect vulnerability to the illness, predict therapeutic response, define clinical diagnostic entities or follow the course of the illness. However, platelet markers are increasingly being used in careful studies to monitor psychopharmacological effects (an in vivo assay of all active metabolites), different ligands can be specific markers for certain aspects of a psychiatric illness (e.g. alpha 2-adrenergic receptors and weight loss), and this homogeneous preparation of human cells is an increasingly important tool in studying mechanisms in pathophysiology. More longitudinal studies are required to establish functional relationships between platelet variables and psychopathology.